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Overview 
The world faces a crisis caused by global warming because of the emission of greenhouse gases 
as a result of human activity. There is now little time left to reduce emissions. Local government 
can help by planning a transition to ‘net zero’, ie reducing carbon emissions until no more is 
emitted than absorbed.


We therefore welcome the opportunity to respond to Bath and NE Somerset Council’s plans to 
reach this target via the consultation available here: https://beta.bathnes.gov.uk/journey-net-
zero-public-consultation-january-2022/journey-net-zero-public-consultation-january-2022


This document is our response to the plans laid out in the consultation.


The transport aims of the Green Party are to make transport understood as an accessibility issue 
rather than a mobility issue. This can be achieved by:


• Transport needs to be equitably accessible to all people irrespective of their age, wealth or 
disability, with local needs given priority over travelling greater distances.


• Where mobility is desired or needed, to satisfy this through sustainable modes of transport.

• Transport and its infrastructure to have the minimum impact on the environment.

• Transport means should make use of sustainable and replaceable resources.

• Degradation of community life by inappropriate transport modes, especially excessive car use, 

to be reduced and reversed wherever possible.

• Transport should not endanger users or others and, where possible, should play a role in 

bringing about a more healthy population.


The Transport Objectives of the Green Party are:


• To reduce the total distance travelled by reducing journey lengths, particularly by encouraging 
the development and retention of local facilities.


• Reduce the number of journeys made by unsustainable modes of transport, particularly by car 
and aeroplane.


• Encourage a switch to sustainable methods of transport through transport planning based on a 
hierarchy of modes: walking and disabled access, cycling, public transport (trains, light rail/
trams, buses and ferries) and rail and water-borne freight, light goods vehicles, taxis and low 
powered motor cycles, private motorised transport (cars & high powered motor cycles), heavy 
goods vehicles, and finally aeroplanes 


• Demand management. A key distinction between Green Party transport policy and others is the 
emphasis on demand management rather than provision for anticipated demand. We want to 
provide what is necessary and efficient within ecological constraints. We reject simply providing 
for anticipated demand as wasteful, damaging and unsustainable.


• Reduce the environmental impacts of each form of transport.

• Enable integration of different sustainable modes of transport so that these forms of transport 

are simple and efficient, including convenient interchanges for both passengers and freight.

• Provide training for transport providers and planners to ensure the aims of this policy can be 

practically achieved. The importance of the detail in design will be emphasised.




Our Responses To Specifics In The Consultation 
Page 6 

Bath and NE Somerset Green Party welcomes reducing the environmental impact of transport in 
Bath. However, this is a given since the Council committed to the Climate Emergency as 
corporate policy.


Page 9 - How we travel 

The targets set lack ambition with regards to walking, cycling, bus and rail. Bath and NE Somerset 
Green Party suggests that promotion is not enough to make a sustainable modeshift change. The 
Council as the Highway Authority has direct legal leverage to deliver transformational vision into 
action.


Page 9 - Modes of travel to work 

1. This fails to identify young people travelling to education

2. It also states that transport is back to pre-pandemic levels.

3. The Council should take action to incentivise businesses to promote flex working.

4. New office space continues to go up in the city centre - should this be stopped and better co-

working options be created throughout the Authority so that people do not have to travel into 
the city centre to work, but remain local?


5. School transport should be given the same priority as travel to work.


Page 10 - Where we travel 

This fails to address the east of Bath or highlight travel from the motorway and the A4


Page 12 - Why do we need the journey to Net Zero 

Although it is important to forecast for population, the distinction between the Green Party 
transport policy and others is the emphasis on demand management rather than provision for 
anticipated demand. We want to provide what is necessary and efficient within ecological 
constraints. We reject simply providing for anticipated demand as wasteful, damaging and 
unsustainable. Again, using data about how trips could be reduced fails to identify the Council as 
the Highway Authority with legal powers to deliver change now.


Page 17 - Better public Transport Options 

1. The Green Party aim is to make Transport understood as an accessibility issue rather than a 
mobility issue.


2. Bath and NE Somerset Green Party is calling on the WECA Mayor to put in place agreed 
strategic bus and cycle routes for the WECA region. We call upon WECA to seek precepting 
powers from central Government so that public transport including buses can be maintained 
effectively across the WECA region.


Page 20 - Providing for Travel by Bike and Foot


1. The Local Cycling Walking and Infrastructure Plan must add the agreed regional cycle map. 
This is vital and the LCWIP was only signed off in 2020 on condition of this map being added 
to this document.


2. Cycling will be encouraged through three measures principally: developing a network of safe 
off-road paths connecting to a developing network of safe routes along roads using high 
quality infrastructure (LTN 1/20 standard), road closures and other measures to promote 



cycling over other vehicle use, and reducing speeds on all urban roads so that they can be 
safely shared with vehicles.


3. We would emphasise the need for all cycle routes to be of high quality LTN1/20 . To deliver 
this, we would aim to ensure that all senior highway officers are committed to delivering this. 
Where any shared use with pedestrians is proposed, we would ensure this is done sensitively 
and not at the expense of pedestrian safety.


4. To encourage the next generation to cycle, we would aim to provide cycle training for all 
children, and would promote cycling confidence and training to adults as well.


5. We would work with the bus operators to make provision for carrying of bikes, particularly on 
those buses serving the hilliest areas of Bath.


6. We will also give priority to developing better cycle parking and any measures that promote 
cycle use. The need for cycle storage across th WECA region is a key ask that needs a firm 
time line on delivery. Many residents do not have space to store bikes and this stops them 
cycling.


7. Bath Quays Bridge - more strategic planning for bridges using the LCWIP should be in place 
so that million pound bridges fit into the cycle network appropriately


8. Loan Bike Scheme - The Green Party supports this aim, greater funding should be in place to 
deliver more bikes and better advertisement of this resource, including training on fixing bikes. 
Last mile delivery needs further expansion, where possible all delivery should use cargo bikes. 
Better integration with community groups needs to be adopted so that businesses, schools 
and charities consider this use as a way of transporting goods that are for general use. 
Delivery vans need to be reconsidered in this setting - are they the most appropriate model for 
delivery? Pedestrian experience and disability access, are shown as medium term in these 
proposals, there is no reason for them not to be implemented in the short-term, starting from 
today.


Page 24 - Bath Clean Air Zone 

1. The centre of Bath is highly polluted by vehicle emissions that often reach unacceptable 
levels. To address this means removing vehicles that cause emissions from much of the 
central area and encouraging non-polluting vehicles to use this area. This will mean banning 
emission-creating vehicles from other streets when air pollution goes above statutory levels. 
All delivery vehicles will be expected to adhere to these guidelines (partially achieved through 
CAZ but pollution standards need to be set to the new World Health Organisation (WHO) 
guidelines which recommend stricter limits on the safe level of air pollutants)


2. As part of our integrated transport policy for Bath, to help reduce traffic levels and generate 
funding for more sustainable transport, we would support the principle of congestion 
charging, provided that its effects are rigorously tested and it is introduced in a sensitive way 
that involves all those likely to be affected.


3. We would promote more pedestrian-only streets and routes that can only be used for 
pedestrians and cyclists.


4. We would give pedestrians priority at all points where necessary to ensure safe and 
convenient routes for them. To this end we will aim to introduce crossings on busy roads 
where necessary and as a high priority action reduce speed limits in all residential areas . All 
footpaths and footways will be made and kept to a high standard.


Page 24 - Bath City Centre Security Project 

The Green Party fully appreciates that there is a need for access to the city centre for those with 
Blue Badges and for people with accessibility issues. We would propose that:

1. in recognition that there will be a reduction in access for Blue Badge holders, B&NES Council 

will increase the Blue Badge provision in all city centre Council car parks and will offer a 
reduced rate for use


2. any residents' priority parking scheme zones are free of charge with time limit parking on 
double and single yellow lines where loading restrictions aren’t in place, where it is safe to do 
so and not causing an obstruction, is free of charge, for up to 3 hours for blue badge holders


We want to increase security and make accessibility universal and the way to do to this is to: 




1. provide Dial&Ride services so that access to Cheap Street, Westgate Street, Saw Close, 
Parsonage Lane and Upper Borough Walls is available


2. That B&NES Council better promotes services like Shopmobility and Dial&Ride

3. That B&NES place Shopmobility points close to all car parks, some bus stops and railway 

station to support those with accessibility issues


For city centre access for businesses and deliveries:

1. To avoid congestion on the roads around the city centre, business owners must ensure 

deliveries are completed outside of business hours.


There are a limited number of exceptions to access restrictions for exceptional circumstances, 
including access for:

• emergency services

• emergency utility works

• security deliveries

• Dial & Ride vehicles


Page 24 - Liveable Neighbourhoods 

A broad circulation plan needs to be put in place so that Liveable Neighbourhoods in the region 
can be properly implemented and be more than the present series of road closures. It is apparent 
in the east of Bath that no circulation plan exists, nor are there any Liveable Neighbourhood plans 
in progress, failing thousands of residents.


Page 26 - Freight Consolidation Centres and Ecargo Bikes and last mile delivery support 

Not ambitious enough


Page 30 and 48 - Cleaner, Greener School Travel 

1. Better data required on school journeys for state and private schools. The Council should be 
asking for full data from all schools over time so that efforts to create cleaner greener school 
travel can be seen to be working.


2. School streets to be created.

3. Fair Fares - work needs to be taken further to include all educational establishments and 

training for everyone up to the age of 25 with Fair Fares for all, where young people need to 
travel by bus or train. WECA as the strategic transport authority needs to work with all private 
transport providers to ensure Fair fares for everyone under the age of 25.


Go Ultra Low West 

1. Electric charging (vehicles that do not use petrol or diesel) not delivered on time (Sept 2021 
was the deadline for delivery). Lambridge is still awaiting an electric charging point, for 
example. Should the Council be reviewing this failure?


2. Work to deliver car sharing electric hubs is better than just delivering electric charging as this 
only moves people from cars to EV cars and does not address the reason for use.


Page 34 - Better Transport Options (upgrading the P&R to multi modal interchanges 

Support. Note:

1. the LCWIP and bus network needs to be in place so that P&R are properly connected.

2. All P&R should be 24/7 so that those catching trains etc can use this facility more reliably.


Page 37 - Active Travel fund Tranches 2 and 3 

1. Why hasn’t The North Road scheme been delivered? This would support thousands of young 
people to educational establishments from many parts of the city to have a safe secure route. 
Why is a Citizen’s Jury being used to consult on this scheme when it already went through a 
public consultation?


2. UBR route - why is this not LTN1/20 compliant




3. As these schemes are expected to be delivered by March 2022 to strict criteria how will the 
Council be delivering this infrastructure to this deadline. Timeline on this seems dubious.


4. Active Travel England will be auditing Tranche 2 deliverables vs what was bid for, and it 
appears clear that the Council has failed to deliver. This could result in the council being fined 
for failing to deliver on bids, using public funds appropriately and non-delivery.  If the JtNZ is 
looking to deliver systemic change then the already active travel plans need to be delivered 
appropriately otherwise this is just a ‘talking shop’.


5. The Active Travel and Accessibility Forum (ATAF) has been in place for many years for 
interested groups and residents to give feedback to the Council for active travel schemes, 
making sure that good schemes benefitted the community. Since the new leader of the 
Council, Cllr Guy, took charge this ATAF group has not met even though many schemes and 
public funding from government for active travel have progressed.  Bath and NES Green Party 
support community views on active travel and believe that the shutting down of the ATAF has 
led to poor decision making at B&NES Council that has resulted in poor delivery of 
schemes, missed funding opportunities and possible fines.


Page 37 - Bath River Line 

This needs to be inclusive and not just about recreational journeys. Many people would use these 
route as journeys to work, education, shopping etc. How can it be made more inclusive?


Page 38 - Promotion and investment in travel by bike 

LCWIP must add the agreed regional cycle map. This is vital and the LCWIP was only signed off 
in 2020 on condition of this map being added to this document.


Page 38 - Improvement to the pedestrian experience 

Support


Page 38 - Improvement to disabled Access 

Full support, the Council should apply to the ‘levelling up’ fund to deliver a city wide space that is 
accessible to all


Page 42 - Traffic Cells 

Support. This suggestion may be the only one that realistically reduces car usage in the centre 
and is shown as long-term in delivery, and should be at least medium-term. It is appreciated that 
it would be difficult to implement in the short-term but planning for them should start straight 
away.


Page 50 - Connecting Bath to Rural Communities and Market towns 

1. LCWIP must add the agreed regional cycle map. This is vital and the LCWIP was only signed 
off in 2020 on condition of this map being added to this document.


2. Express Bus Routes are fully supported by the Green Party in the WECA region and again we 
would ask that a strategic bus route across the WECA regions is created and precepting 
powers asked for so that the implementation of a bus service that works for all is in place so 
that residents do have the option of not using a private vehicle


3. EV charging hubs in rural communities and shared ownership/needs to be fast tracked


Page 64 - Next Steps 

1. The pace of this JtNZ is not going to deliver net zero by 2030. The powers the Council has as 
the Highway Authority means that it could quickly reduce speeds and create road closures at 
little expense to deliver change at pace thereby reducing emissions.


2. Walking, cycling and disabled access should be first priority for funding and timescales.

3. How will the Council challenge the Government’s priorities so that appropriate infrastructure 

can be delivered without being seen through a prism of car speeds?




4. Many of these proposals focus on high cost infrastructure and fails to notice that individuals 
make small journeys more often. A timeline needs to be put in place delivering infrastructure 
which focuses on school streets, pedestrian and cycle crossings, cycle storage, zero 
tolerance for road accidents and a speed reduction strategy. (Please note, it is not mentioned 
in the JtNZ data collection for accidents or injuries on the public highway or off road where 
people walk and cycle. Should the Council coordinate with the police and health authorities on 
collecting good accident data to create a comprehensive database so that hotspots can be 
identified and changes made? For example the contested space by Grosvenor bridge where 
many walk and cycle - where is the data on accidents from this hotspot?


Additional Consultation Comments 

This JtNZ needs to show vision and deliverability for transport and for this process to support all 
residents equally (see https://www.greenhousethinktank.org/static/2021/Transport_Investment_-
_Aug_2021_v1.pdf)


Introduce strong carbon reduction targets for the transport sector.

• Shift investment from capacity growth to decarbonising existing transport

• Redefine transport investment decision-making


To have a serious impact on emissions all transport decisions should focus on the three following 
themes: smaller, shorter, slower. This is essentially the only way that net zero 2030 is going to be 
reached.


Getting around Bath Transport Strategy was completed in 2014 - what’s been the reduction in 
emissions since then?


Recommendation 1 
Transport needs sector strong carbon reduction targets.


Transport sector carbon reduction targets must be at least in line with other sectors. The 
exclusion of international transport from trade and climate agreements, and lower/later targets for 
national carbon reduction must end.


Recommendation 2 
Shift investment from capacity growth to decarbonising existing transport.

 

Investment decisions must prioritise a rapid shift to zero carbon (both of transport use, and 
transport infrastructure operation and maintenance). Strategies and investment must shift to 
decarbonising existing transport assets by reducing the need for travel, shifting mode and 
improving infrastructure, primarily through electrification. Reallocation of infrastructure capacity 
must prioritise accessibility for all.


Recommendation 3 
Redefine transport investment decision-making.


Investment decisions must reflect how transport infrastructure drives up energy use and carbon 
emissions. The carbon price used for strategic investment planning must be high enough to 
reduce transport demand.


https://www.greenhousethinktank.org/static/2021/Transport_Investment_-_Aug_2021_v1.pdf
https://www.greenhousethinktank.org/static/2021/Transport_Investment_-_Aug_2021_v1.pdf




Further Comments 

The Green Party make transport decisions based on sustainability of the transport mode. We work 
to make travel by sustainable modes more attractive and travel by more polluting modes less 
attractive. Walking, cycling and provision for the disabled first are our first priority, public transport 
next and lastly, provision for private motor vehicles, including lorries. Our policies for improving 
public transport and re-localising facilities improve their accessibility.


The Green vision is to reduce the length of journeys that need to be made by making a priority of 
re-localising community facilities and employment. This reduces the reliance on cars and allows 
many more journeys to be made by walking or cycling. We also prioritise public transport 
provision over access by car and reduce the impact all vehicles have on residents through speed 
restrictions and giving pedestrians and cyclists priority over vehicles wherever possible.


Access for all

• We will give priority to ensuring that disabled people have access to all facilities within the Bath 

& North East Somerset area.

• We support free public transport for the elderly.

• We want free Public transport for young people

• We will give priority to developing safe routes to every school so that children can be 

encouraged to walk and cycle to them. This is still not implemented


Cycling

• Cycling will be encouraged through three measures principally: developing a network of safe 

off-road paths connecting to a developing network of safe routes along roads using high quality 
infrastructure (LTN 1/20 standard), road closures and other measures to promote cycling over 
other vehicle use, and reducing speeds on all urban roads so that they can be safely shared 
with vehicles.


• We would emphasise the need for all cycle routes to be of high quality LTN1/20 . To deliver this, 
we would aim to ensure that all senior highway officers are committed to delivering this. Where 
any shared use with pedestrians is proposed, we would ensure this is done sensitively and not 
at the expense of pedestrian safety.


• To encourage the next generation to cycle, we would aim to provide cycle training for all 
children, and would promote cycling confidence and training to adults as well.


• We would work with the bus operators to make provision for carrying of bikes, particularly on 
those buses serving the hilliest areas of Bath.


• We will also give priority to developing better cycle parking and any measures that promote 
cycle use.


Public transport

• Government policy ensures that all public transport provision is made by private operators and 

regulatory powers are greatly limited. We will press for powers to allow the council to have more 
direct influence over public transport through the setting up of a public transport executive 
body, 


• we call upon WECA to seek precepting powers from central Government and implement a 
strategic bus network across the WECA region.


Buses

• We will prioritise the provision of electronic information and timetables in large print at all bus 

stops, and aim to introduce shelters for all stops. These will be situated for maximum comfort of 
the passenger and maximum efficiency of the bus service.


• We will seek to help buses avoid congestion through much greater use of bus priority measures, 
including bus lanes and bus gates that allow buses ahead of other vehicles.


• We will aim to reverse the trend of reduced subsidies.

• We will make part of any contract with the service providers that all buses emit low or no 

emissions.

• We support the provision of integrated bus information and an integrated ticketing system.




Park and ride services

We oppose the introduction of further park and ride sites as they have the effect of making local 
village bus services less viable as well as using green field areas on the edge of Bath. The P&R 
that do exist would be made 24/7 with the option of longer term stays so that visitors have no 
need to drive private cars into urban locations


Trains

• We wish to see improved frequency and capacity of trains stopping at local stations throughout 

Bath & North East Somerset and better links between them at Bath Spa.

• We support the idea of a local station at Saltford and would also support investigating other 

locations such as Bathampton and Limpley Stoke.

• We would prioritise ensuring that trains and bus services are well integrated and that rail 

services provide sufficiently for all users including passengers with disabilities and cyclists.


Tourist coaches and buses

• Bath is reliant on many coaches bringing tourists into the city, but does not have appropriate 

facilities for them to park. We would oppose any attempt to use green field land for coach 
parking or to use existing green space within the city. We would investigate ways of providing 
for coach parking on brown field land and using readily available sites such as the Park and 
Ride sites.


• Open-top tourist buses, whilst benefiting tourists, also impact heavily on residents in the streets 
they use. We will work with their providers to restrict their frequency to reasonable levels. 


Promotion of sustainable travel initiatives

• We will promote a variety of initiatives to encourage more sustainable ways of travelling. This will 

include working with employers to encourage take-up of these initiatives.

• Car-sharing schemes, based both within local communities and within businesses. We would 

support the development and expansion of the car club scheme within Bath and the 
introduction of car club schemes to towns within North East Somerset, in particular, Keynsham, 
Midsomer Norton and Radstock


• Grant schemes, such as those for enabling employees to purchase bicycles and equipment. 


Roads

• We oppose all new major road development within Bath and North East Somerset. This will 

include any attempt to reintroduce a proposal for an A36-A46 link at Bathampton.

• We support a 20mph speed limit across the city of Bath, Keynsham, Midsomer Norton, 

Peasedown St John and Radstock and support the development of home zones with lower 
speeds.


Car parking

• Provision of car parks needs to be made in ways that do not encourage excessive vehicle use 

or affect the visual quality of the surrounding area. We would not support any proposed multi-
storey car parks at the universities or RUH.


• We would levy charges for car parking on all workplaces and retail stores apart from the 
smallest and use this to finance improvements in more sustainable travel modes.


• To ensure residents are able to park, we would introduce area-wide residential parking zones 
and charges, limited to one permit per household.


The capacity in which we are responding to this consultation 
On behalf of a group of individuals - Bath & NE Somerset Green Party
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